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ABSTRACT 

This paper introduces Bright Sparks Tutoring, along with their typical architecture, and concludes with a broad 

discussion on wide-spanning focus areas for future developmental research. This Platform is a combination of 

various micro services for the overall development of a student’s academic advancement. It consists of all the 

information that a developer should have while working on a project and for the enhancement and sharpening 

of the developer’s skill as well. This platform can be used by beginners to advance coders. Those who are 

willing to start a carrier in this field, they will also get all the required information and those who already have 

a strong back can sharpen their skill set more and can take it to a more advance level. Moreover, Users will also 

get placement opportunities via us and can attend webinars on tech topic. They will also get 24 x 7 supports 

from the admin using our community channels. 
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 I. INTRODUCTION 

The day-to-day use of computers and the Internet have created endless opportunities for the online education 

community. It enables students to learn a subject through the massive supply of online learning resources from 

anywhere and anytime. Traditionally, students seem less motivated by conventional methods of learning when 

a teacher directs students to learn through memorization and recitation techniques, such as in classrooms. 

They are more tempted towards smart devices, i.e., computers, smart phones, and tablets. These devices are 

invading the education field at an increasing pace as new ways of learning, which shows promising 

improvement in productive achievement. There has been evolution from a very primitive form of computer-

assisted instruction, ranging through various forms of e-learning systems, progressing to form learner adaptive 

systems, with significant development in their user interface as well, highlighting and facilitating a smooth 

cognitive interaction of man and machine. The systems have transformed to become a true intersection of 

computer science, cognitive psychology and educational research. They have offered various focus points in 

system development across various time periods highlighting research areas, on and off being addressed by 

researchers from time to time. 

Bright Sparks Tutoring aims to provide an all-in-one platform to users for their overall educational 

development using various microservices. In this, users can learn different skills/Technologies according to 

their interest area and then can practice and judge their skills by practicing coding on the provided compiler 

and also by solving quizzes and assignments provided for every topic. There are different Code editors for 

different Technologies. 

 II. WORKING PRINCIPLE 

We have used a modular approach for building this application in the form of micro services. We have 

combined all the micro services in a layered form in order to make a usable application by the users. Modular 

approach is an emerging trend educational thinking that shifts traditional method of instruction to an outcome-

based learning paradigm. Modularization is based on the principle of dividing the curriculum into small 

discrete modules or units that are independent, non-sequential, and typically short in duration. The idea for this 

project came while facing the problems that are present on the existing platform. To make a unique platform 

where one can enhance their skills by Learning, Coding and Practicing. Student will learn from courses and 

start coding side by side in our own online coding area. Moreover, while studying courses on our platform 

when students want to make notes or to mention what are things that we’ll be covering today while studying, 

we have introduced a Note Maker and a TODO List in our system which is thereby integrated with the study 

material provided. No such platform was available which contains all such micro services. Online Compiler is 
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also available to build a complete project in a single online compiler without even refreshing the page in run 

time. Resume Builder micro service helps users to create eye-catching editable resumes using magnificent 

themes of their choice in just a few seconds. A micro service know as Report Generator helps students to 

generate project report in IEEE Format. Platform provides an environment to take part in various coding 

ccompétitions and to be a part of tech webinars that will be organized by the admin frequently. Platform also 

provide recent placement opportunities via job notification bar. 

 III. LITERATURE REVIEW 

According to (Alkhatlan and Kalita, 2018), ITS’s are software capable of improving, adapting, and automating 

teaching. These systems offer the student interaction with the content adapted to their profile to improve the 

learning experience.  

An ITS (Online Tutoring System) usually has the Modules: Tutor, Student, Expert Knowledge, and User 

Interface. We consider these module names to standardize and facilitate understanding in this work. The Tutor 

Module is responsible for making pedagogical decisions and executing pedagogical instruction. This module 

needs algorithms to define the ITS intervention threshold in the study process, operationalize this intervention, 

and recommend content. The Student Module needs to capture, update and retrieve the student’s profile. The 

Expert Knowledge Module needs to represent and manipulate the learning content. The Student and Expert 

Knowledge Modules provide input for the Tutor Module to perform its tasks. The User Interface Module 

enables students to interact with the content and with the behavior of an ITS. 

When talking about technological innovations, it is difficult to keep abreast of all the latest happenings since 

technological breakthroughs happen frequently. While ITS can benefit from these technological breakthroughs, 

they rely on advances not only in technology, but also fields like psychology and artificial intelligence. As such, 

ITS can be reviewed on a larger timescale than other technological innovations. One way they can be broken up 

is into generations (Nkambou et al., 2010). Nkambou et al. (2010) identified three generations of ITS. The first 

generational distinction made by Nkambou et al. (2010) described 20 years of research capped with seminal 

articles that related the state of the art. In similar fashion, the second generation is distinguished as 20 years of 

research, followed by the third generation which is ongoing.  

Nwana (1990) reviewed the first generation of artificial intelligence in education (AIED) and identified the 

steps that led to the realization of the first ITS. The precursor of ITS began with the development of computer-

assisted instruction (CAI) in the 1950s. Computer-assisted instruction programs followed a linear approach, 

moving students step-by-step to the learning goal or desired behavior. These initial attempts at CAI did not 

afford any individualization of the instruction.  

The same material was presented in the same sequence while ignoring student responses and providing no 

feedback (Nwana, 1990). These machines advanced to branching programs in the 1960s. This new type of CAI 

took into consideration student responses and provided a unique learning tree for each student. As students 

successfully or unsuccessfully answered questions, the sequence of material changed to provide tailored 

instruction. Further functionality was added to CAI in the form of generative CAI in the late 1960s. The new CAI 

was able to create and solve its own material (Uhr, 1969; 

Woods & Hartley, 1971). This progression of CAI from linear programs to generative became the precursor for 

ITS. 

A majority of the ITS identified by the current review come from the second generation. As such, a review of the 

development of ITS will not be given here, but it is supplied in the findings section of this paper. Instead, this 

section addresses Self’s (1990) argument for the development of scientific foundations for AIED, including its 

own theories, techniques, and methods. Self also wanted theorizers to put into practice the ideas they had about 

ITS.  

In answer to Self’s call, biannual conferences and journals were created for the sole purpose of ITS 

development and research. Additionally, throughout the second generation, many ITS were built—another 

answer to Self’s call. However, these ITS rarely used the same architecture, which made it difficult to have a 

unified language. Regardless, common components could still be found between them. These components are: 
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the domain, tutor, and student models as well as the interface used to interact with the tutoring system. 

Together, these components are called the four-component architecture (Wenger, 1987) 

As ITS and other technologies become more commonplace in classrooms, Nye (2015) suggested that ITS will 

become less of comprehensive systems and more of an “ecosystem of reusable infrastructure and platforms”. 

This suggests that ITS will become a shell that draws from services provided by other sources. Nye provided an 

example where other online technologies operate under that philosophy: basic blog site uses authentication 

services from several different sources (e.g., Google, Facebook). 

This review corroborates this notion with the identification of some ITS that are domain independent. This 

means that these ITS are designed such that they are flexible enough to create an intelligent tutoring system 

based on the needs of whoever is creating content. However, it is still too early to tell if ITS and AIED will make 

the shift to a service-based ecosystem even though Nye (2015) claimed it is an “existential necessity”.  

Even if ITS make the shift into a service-based ecosystem, thus obsoleting the need for a standardized 

architecture, much work has been done in the second and third generations that requires a consolidation of 

knowledge. By consolidating knowledge, gaps can be identified so that developers of ITS know which services 

ought to be provided and which are redundant. For example, the developers of Cognitive Tutor created a stand-

alone Help Tutor which can provide metacognitive feedback to students and can be used in various systems 

(Roll, Aleven, McLaren, & Koedinger, 2011). Knowing that such a service already exists can help developers 

know that they should spend time on creating another service that fills a need like automatic affect detection 

 IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

This platform has provided a wide range of microservices helping a student to get all kind of information and 

facilities on one single platform without wasting his/her time in exploring other sites to gain any sort of 

information 

This empowers a student to make a complete web project on this platform and that too for free. No other 

Software is need to be installed or managed. It is extremely easy to use so that a non-tech person can also use 

this platform to learn and enhance their coding skills. 

Moreover, As compared to various other sites there aren’t enough facilities provided to students which has 

been provided on this application. By going through many a research papers based on the same topic we 

analysed the need and demand of such a platform in the market which could benefit people of any age group 

who wants to develop their skills in this domain. We’ll keep on researching in this domain in order to add new 

functionalities. 
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